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Paper equivalent e-Exam using word documents
Make format adjustments to cater for both paper and screen.
• Have students type their identification information on the first page.
• Use tables where complex layout is required e.g. questions and
responses in designated areas (avoid ‘drawing objects’ to position text.
Graphics because these tend to move unpredictably).
•
•
•

•
•

Selected response items – type ‘X’ to select in left column.
Ordering – add sequence labels in left column
Labelling tasks – complete a table or add labels to descriptors.

Use standard fonts (e.g. Times New Roman) to avoid substitution when
placed into e-Exam system.
Use different colour text in areas designated for responses. E.g. Ariel
blue. This allows students to quickly see which questions they have
answered when scrolling up and down the page.

Word documents
Replicate the coversheet
used at your institution.
Make adjustments for
typists in a manner that
hand-writers can use the
same paper.
Test the the document in
the e-Exam system to
ensure formatting
appears as desired.

Common
hints for
typists.

Label
conditions
for typists

Table to type
identify info, seat
number, USB
number as
applicable.

Word documents
Question formats
Short answer or essay
length questions

Response area can be defied
using a min-height single cell
table. Using min-height provides
better stability in terms of
layout and pagination. The minheight can be set to provide an
indication as to the expected
length of the response.
The table will expand if
additional text is entered. Table
borders can be solid, dotted or
hidden as may be appropriate.

Show the mark for each question

Place instructions
for each question

Pre-format the area where a response will appear such that when
students type a response it should appear in a different colour.
This helps students quickly see which questions they have answered
when scanning up and down the document.
Be sure to provide adequate white space between questions for handwriters to respond as well. (Note: placing ‘type here’ is not required).

Word documents
Question formats
Selected response, sorting, matching and diagram labeling.

A two column table works
for typists and handwriters. Several question
types can be done using
this structure.

Indicate how students should respond.
E.g single or multiple response.
A sorting question can be done by
entering numbers.

Use a two column table with matching
letter labels. Students place their
responses into the right-side column.

Adjust diagram to remove text.
Replace with numbered/letter
labels. Use single image or
‘group’ the drawing objects.

Min-height rows can be used to
provide more space. But do not
pad cells with carriage returns!

Paper equivalent using word documents
Question formats: Further examples matching, labelling, completing a
table or matrix, and extended text response.

Word documents
Question formats
Diagram and drawing responses

Place instructions for typists to use drawing
tools (note be sure the instructions match
the e-Exam system software! – see below)

Diagrams in the e-Exam system (Libre Office)
1. In Libre Office Writer: upper right toolbar and select
(or use the top menu bar View > Toolbars > Drawing).
2. The Drawing toolbar will appear at the bottom of the window.
2. To draw use tools: Pencil 'Free-form Line' for free hand lines, 'line' tool for straight lines, shape tools to
draw shapes, and 'text box' to type labels.
3. To edit an object, select it with
from the drawing tool bar. Then
4. Use the 'Properties' tool bar at the top of the window

Paper-equivalent student’s choice
Macquarie University. Paper equivalent in-class exam. ICT in Educa&on, 80 min
40% Final exam. Word document: 10 x MCQ and 1 x Essay.
Phase 1 ~ toe in the water.
BYO laptop, oﬄine (no network).
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Paper equivalent language exam
University of Queensland. French language. 120 min 30%. Ar&cle transla&on and
response essay. LOTE selec&on during start up 1. Word document with two column
(table) layout to facilitate ease of transla&on 2. Type English and French using
QWERTY 3 with accents or AZERTY layout.
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1

3
Example:
Accent agiu é: type a
'single quote' then
type the letter e.
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Paper equivalent language translation exam
NAATI certification at Monash University 2016-2018.
Mul&ple languages and input methods available. LOTE selected at system startup.

Towards ‘post-paper’ (phases 1 to 2)
Start simple and build up!
Start! Exam doc

Video

Scratch SDK

Spreadsheets as ‘forms’ or
as calculation and analysis.
Specialist applications

PDF
Sims
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Word documents
Post-paper features can include multimedia and additional software tools.
Recommended: Use embedded links within the document to point to media resources or software
tools (when these are ‘portable’ apps). Do not place multimedia objects directly into the
document because these tend to break.
Links must be ‘relative’
within the e-Exam USB.
See example hyperlink
below.

Provide instructions for alternative
access e.g. Students can find the
resource using the File manager.

Provide alternative access instructions e.g. Students can access the
resource using the File manager.

Word documents
Mathematics example. Use third party software to answer questions. In the case of
installed applications users will need to locate the software via the launcher.
Provide instructions to access the
software.

Provide space for responses – these
can potentially be copy-pasted from
the other software.

Word documents
Mathematics example. Use third party software to answer questions. In the case of
installed applications users will need to locate the software via the launcher.

Student uses
software tool to
explore and
construct a
response.

The output of
the software –
in this case a
chart. This can
be copy-pasted
back to the
word document.

Provide space for responses in the
word document. i.e. the student
can paste the chart here!

Mathematics and other applications
Starter files,
code,
frameworks,
spreadsheets or
large data sets
can be provided
for analysis.

Multiple
applications
can be used
together.

Candidates can access wxMaxima, SciLab, GeoGebra, GNU Octave (like MatLab), R (statistics
package) to interrogate questions. Data sets can be provided for analysis.
A standard LibreOffice suite (word processor, spread sheet etc), media, plus programming tools such
as Python, Scratch can also be made available as separate modules.
Responses can be made via world document or Moodle LMS.

Spread sheet as a Form
Monash University 2017
Phase 2.5!
A form – but with no network.
Multiple components:
1) Student XLS file (contains
questions and response fields – given to
students).

2) Collation utility (to merge student
response files into single marking file.
Not given to students).

3) Marking XLS file (contains
assessment logic and answers. Not given
to students).

Spread sheet as a Form
Language tools available
according to LOTE selection

Respond in designated cells
(other cells are locked).

e-Exam Trial – Chinese language (Monash 2017)
2017 example : 1st year Introduction to Chinese - 1hr, 16% in-class test.
73 students enrolled; 16 typed and 57 handwrote.
“I would recommend the
e-Exam system to others”:

10
8
6
4
2
0

Strongly Disagree Neutral
Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Feedback – Selected 2017 trials. Those that typed the exam:
“I would recommend the e-Exam system to others”
Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

N
Mean
SD

15
4.6
0.6

30
4.4
0.6

15
4.1
0.8

16
4.2
0.7

22
4.3
0.7

6
4.5
0.8

Post-paper e-Exams with media and apps
Word document question and response space – links to e-tools
University of Tasmania. ICT in Education. Final exam 47%, 2 hours.
Word doc with short and long text. Constructed response tasks.

Critique student
understanding (video)

Solve a problem in
Scratch (block
programming for
primary school students)

Chemistry education
software evaluation
Multimedia video prompts.

Scratch programming task
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Example Media (video) prompt: Critique student understanding
Teaching Secondary Mathematics. Example question:
Comment on the child’s understanding of symmetry based on
her response to this task.

Solve a problem in Scratch
Digital Technologies Education
Write a program in Scratch using Felix the cat and a blank stage that:
a) Allows Felix to be moved by pressing arrow keys
on the keyboard
b) Allows the user to draw a picture of a house as
they move Felix around the stage.

Programming e-Exam
Edith Cowan University. Teaching Python Programming exam.
Oﬄine word document + Python IDLE
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Robust Moodle
Monash University 2018. Chinese language – two
units (1st year and 3rd Year). Listening test.
Moodle quiz ques&on/response medium Selected
3rd party sodware included.
Robust Moodle worked to rescue network
outages (double layered backup!).

Audio data files cached at the
start of the exam.
Students used headsets to
listen. Responses via Moodle.

Third party software included

LMS
questions in
Safe Exam
Browser

This is an offline
dictionary tool
‘Dim Sum’

Student Findings – Post exam survey (final 3rd exam in
sequence) – Monash 2018 – BYOD Robust e-Exams (Moodle)
My hand writing is neat

My typing is fast enough for exams

Student Findings Pre and post survey (Moodle 2018)
Strongly Disagree 11
Written instructions were easy to follow
It was easy to start my computer using the e-Exam USB stick
I can use the e-Exam system just as well as my own laptop system
It was easy to use the office suite (word processor/spread sheet)
It was easy to use software applications beyond the word processor
It was easy to save my response files into the correct place
It was easy to answer multiple-choice questions in the e-Exam system
Overall, I feel the e-Exam System is easy to use
I feel the e-Exam System is reliable against technical failures
I feel the e-Exam System is secure against cheating
I now feel relaxed about using the e-Exam system for my exam
I would recommend the e-Exam System to others
My laptop is reliable for use in a computerised exam
My typing skills are fast enough for a computerised exam
Computerised exams make me more stressed than handwritten exams
I would like to use a computer for exams in the future
I am concerned about network outages impact ing my exam
I am reassured the e-Exam system was robust against network outages
The included software was useful [e.g DimSum]
Moodle worked well as an exam environment

Caveat: Not random samples – descriptive of these groups only.
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33

44

55 Strongly Agree
121
122
120
102
75
68
101

Pre

122
121
122
122
122
125
124
125
123
126
125
124
126

Post 1
Post 2
Post 3

Student Findings – 3rd exam (final)
Moodle worked well for exams

Can use as well as own laptop OS

Some Key Findings – BYOD Robust e-Exam Moodle
a) The e-Exam system was rated well by the typists:
4+ out of 5 (strongly agree)
b) Robust network features worked (at least two obvious WiFi
outages):
Responses were auto saved to USB, retrieved following exam and
re-joined the e-workflow in Moodle. No Lost work! No interruptions!
c) Time saved in marking essay responses: 20% to 30% over that of
paper responses.
d) Students need transition opportunity: from earlier exams ~ pre
2015 roughly 30% preferred paper – Must help all stakeholders adopt
e-Exams!

Case studies
More information and mini cases at
http://transformingexams.com
Contact:
Mathew Hillier
http://mathewhillier.com
m.hillier@unsw.edu.au

